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EXTENSIONS  OF  TORSION-COMPLETE  GROUPS1

PAUL  HILL  AND   CHARLES   MEGIBBEN

Abstract. Problem 54 in L. Fuch's Infinite abelian groups.

Vol. II, is solved negatively. An abelian/j-group without elements of

infinite height can be an extension of one torsion-complete group

by another without itself being torsion complete.

As the abstract indicates, our main purpose is to resolve Problem 54

in [1], which will be referred to hereafter merely as Problem 54. Although

we give a quick enough solution to the problem, the solution could be

presented even more expediently. However, we shall enlarge the scope

of the paper slightly and present some results that are not required for

the solution of Problem 54 but are of independent interest.

Following L. Fuchs in [1], we say that an abelian/»-group is separable

if it has no elements of infinite height. Of particular interest to us will

be the exact sequence

(1) //WG^Z(//œ),

where H is a torsion-complete //-group.

Proposition 1. If H is torsion complete in the exact sequence (1),

then Pext(Z(/»œ), C)=0. In particular, G is torsion complete if it is reduced.

Proof.    From (1), we obtain the exact sequence

Hom(Z(/»°°), Z(//°°)) -> Ext(Z(//°°), H) -» Ext(Z(pœ), G).

Since Hom(Z(/»°°), Z(px)) is isomorphic to the group of/»-adic integers,

it is compact in its /»-adic topology. Moreover its image is compact in

Ext(Z(/»°°), H) since homomorphisms are always continuous with respect

to the /»-adic topologies. But Pext(Z(//°°), H) = 0 and therefore

Ext(Z(/z°°), H) is Hausdorff in its //-adic topology. Thus, the image of

Hom(Z(//°°), Zip"')) is closed in Ext(Z(/z°°), H), which means that the
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corresponding quotient group is without elements of infinite height,

that is, Pext(Z(//°°), G) = 0.

With H torsion complete in (1), we see from Proposition 1 that G is

a direct sum of a divisible group and a torsion-complete //-group. Our

next result tells us precisely when G is reduced. For its statement we find

it convenient to view H as a subgroup of G.

Proposition 2. If H is a reduced p-group, then the following conditions

are equivalent:

(i) The exact sequence (1) represents an element of finite order in

Ext(Z(/»°°), H).
(ii) G is not reduced.

(iii) G=H+D where D^Z(px).

Proof. Assuming (i), we see from Theorem 1 in [2] that there is an

integer n and a subgroup C of G such that

(2) £///[/»"] = HIH[pn] © CIH[p«l

But then C///[//"]^Z(/»°°), and since H[pn] is bounded it is easily seen

that C contains a nontrivial divisible subgroup.

Assuming (ii), we see that G contains a subgroup D^Z(pcc). As H

is reduced, D must map onto Z(/»°°) under the homomorphism G^*-Z(pco).

Since H is the kernel of this map, G=H+D.

Finally, assume (iii). Then G¡X=HIX®D¡X where X=HnD. There

is then an integer n such that A" is a cyclic group of order //". It follows

that H[pn]=X®L for some subgroup L of H. If we set C=D + L, it is

readily seen that we have the direct decomposition (2) again. Another

application of Theorem 1 in [2] yields the conclusion that (1) represents

an element of finite order in Ext(Z(/z°°), H).

Corollary. If H is a torsion-complete p-group, then G is torsion

complete if and only if (I) represents an element of infinite order in

Ext(Z(//<°), H).

As Ext(Z(//œ), H) is torsion only when H is bounded, we see that

there is an abundance of reduced groups G fitting into exact sequences

of the form (1). The relevance of our preceding results to Problem 54

is made clear by our next proposition.

Proposition 3. The existence of the exact sequence (1) with H torsion

complete and G separable is equivalent to the existence of an exact

sequence

(3) A :-+ C^B,
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where A and B are torsion-complete p-groups and C is separable but not

torsion complete.

Proof. Assume the existence of (3), and let C denote the torsion

completion of C. Then CjC^2rZ(p ) with r=l since C^C. Let C*

be a subgroup of C containing C such that C*/C=Z(/»°°). Due to the

purity of C in C* and the fact that C/A^B is torsion complete, we have

the decomposition

(4) C*\A = C\A®G\A,

where G^C*^C is a separable//-group. Since GjA^C*IC=Z(p°°), we

have obtained the exact sequence (1) with H=A torsion complete and G

separable. Proposition 1 implies that G is actually torsion complete.

Conversely, suppose that we start with the exact sequence (1) with H

torsion complete and G separable (and therefore also torsion complete).

Choose A' to be a pure subgroup between an unbounded basic //-group B

and its torsion completion B so that R/F=Z(//°°). By the choice of K,

it is not torsion complete. Let S be the subdirect sum of G and B corre-

sponding to the isomorphisms G//7^Z(//00)^R/A'. Then 5s G ©R is

obviously separable, and we have the exact sequence

H >-* S -»■ B.

It remains only to show that S is not torsion complete, but this follows

immediately from the purity of AT in S and the exact sequence

K ^+S^G.

Indeed a closed, pure subgroup of a torsion-complete group is itself

torsion complete and, of course, AT is not torsion complete.

Combining our foregoing results, we have

Theorem. A separable p-group G does not have to be torsion complete

in order to be the extension of a torsion-complete group H by a torsion-

complete group K. However, if not, the torsion completion G of such a

group G must contain a subgroup M that contains H as a proper dense

subgroup.

The final assertion in our theorem follows from (4) in the proof of

Proposition 3.

Corollary Suppose that H^G^L where L is torsion complete and

L\H is reduced. Then G is torsion complete if G is pure in L and G\H is

torsion complete.
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Proof. By Corollary 68.7 in [1], H is torsion complete. Thus G is

the extension of the torsion-complete group H by the torsion-complete

group G\H. The torsion incompleteness of G would imply, according to

the Theorem, that GjH is not reduced. However, G\H is reduced since L\H

is reduced and C^L.

Remarks. Most of the foregoing results are not essential to a solution

of Problem 54. Indeed all that is actually required is one half of Prop-

osition 3 and some exact sequence (1) with H torsion complete and G

separable. The construction of such an extension can be accomplished as

follows. Take R=©£11 (bf) where bf has order p2t and set ai=bi—pbi+x.

Let H be the torsion completion of A =0JLi (a{). Then H can be viewed in

a natural manner as a subgroup of B, the torsion completion of B. Note

that ¿>t £ H. Indeed if b{=^fLx /¿a,, then the sequence {2"=i Uau iS un-

bounded. Take G=B+H. G is separable since it is subgroup of B and

G\H^Z(px) since B\A^Z(p'B).

Finally we remark without proof that a restricted version of Problem

54 has an affirmative answer. Indeed if H —+G^»-K represents an element

of finite order in Ext(AT, H) with H and K torsion complete and G separ-

able, then G is necessarily torsion complete.
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